A three-dimensional model of intense bunched beams is developed for cylindrical and corrugated conducting pipes. Updated comparisons between the current limits derived from this model and experimental data from PPM focusing klystrons are presented. An electrostatic Green's function is formulated for azimuthally symmetric slowwave structures. Analytical and numerical results are presented for the potential of a periodic bunched pencil beam in a small-rippled waveguide approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The modeling of intense charged-particle' beams is an and to the important subject in beam physics development Of rf accelerators and the microwave (HPM) sources [3] driving them.
Recent analvtic and semi-analvtic Green's function analyses to address these issues have resulted in confinement conditions for hunched pencil beams in round cylindrical pipes [4 -7] . The model predicts beam losses, which have been measured in a number of periodic permanent magnet (PPM) focusing klystrons at SLAC and KEK .
In this paper. we present updated comparisons between theory [4-71 and the PPM klystron experiments at SLAC [8, 9 ,lll and KEK [10,12], and describe our initial efforts to generalize the previous model [4] [5] [6] [7] to slow-wave structures. In particular, we derive an electrostatic Green's function for an azimuthally symmetric cylindrical conductor with small-amplitude axial variations of its radius. Self-consistent electrostatic potentials are computed for a periodic hunched beam propagating offaxis in the pipe.
UPDATED COMPARISONS BETWEEN THEORY AND PPM KLYSTRON DATA
The theoretical results, based on a three-dimensional bunched beam model for a perfectly conducting circular pipe with a constant radius, predict a current limit for PPM focusing klystrons being developed for TeV linear collider applications. For ff = 2mf I y,fl,c < 2, the limiting current I , is approximately given by 14-71
ELECTROSTATIC GREEN'S FUNCTION INA SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE
As an initial effort to generalize the previous model [4-71 to slow-wave smctures, we pose the problem of determining the electrostatic Green function in an azimuthally symmetric slow-wave structure.
Employing cylindrical coordinates (r,,, z), the conducting surface of the waveguide is specified by r = a ( z ) , where the pipe radius, a , is a function of the axial coordinate. The Green's function is then determined by the solution of This is reduced to a boundary value problem for Laplace's equation by separating the singular (free-space) and regular components of the Green's function and writing G(x; x')= Ix -XI" t G , (x; x') . This leaves
where the boundary function is defined by 
SMALL-RIPPLE APPROXIMATION
The system does present an approximate analytic solution if the axially-varying conductor radius is approximately equal to its average value. We thus take the small ripple approximation, assuming that We shall henceforth in this paper assume a sinusoidal wall profile (see Fig. 2 It is consistent with the small ripple approximation to use a first-order in E perturbation expansion to invert Eq. (9) for the amplitudes A,". Writing A,, 9 A:" t A:, and separately equating the coefficients of each order of E in Eq. (9) yields Given the Green's function, the elecmstatic potential may be computed for an arbitrary charge distribution. 
